
Do More With Data

The need to be more data driven is very clear these days. It’s a business 
imperative if you want to maintain compliance and keep your costs 
down. However, crafting a full electronic mortgage isn’t the only positive 

industry change that can be achieved by embracing data. Data can do so much 
more when it is actually used properly.

For example, MARKETrends Premium put out by CoreLogic combines pub-
lic records with local multiple listing data to create a unique market research 
tool. The application’s easy-to-use dashboard and interactive charts give real 
estate professionals a deeper knowledge of the markets they serve. Users can 
view activity trends and reports for the entire multiple listing region or their 
local neighborhood by comparing zip codes and segmenting results by a variety 
of home characteristics.

“MARKETrends Premium is truly configurable at the agent level, so our 
members can easily access market intelligence that matters most to them,” said 
Cantey Davis, President of First Multiple Listing Service, Inc. (FMLS). “By 
sharing up-to-date market trends via presentations, social media, email, blogs, 
newsletters, etc., our members can deepen their role as their clients’ trusted 
advisor.”

“With five years of statistical data available for comparison, MARKETrends 
Premium makes it easy for agents to evaluate and clearly communicate to clients 
what’s happening in the local real estate market,” said Chris Bennett, general 
manager of real estate solutions for CoreLogic. “The application presents its 
analyses using eye-catching, professionally designed formats that are simple to 
understand. MARKETrends Premium is a powerhouse resource that does a great 
job helping agents look their best.”

So, what’s my point in sharing this with you? As PROGRESS in Lending 
celebrates its fourth annual Innovations recipients in this issue, I challenge ev-
eryone reading this to embrace data in new and innovative ways to improve your 
business. Stagnation won’t help the mortgage industry in the long run. Now is 
the time to make that huge jump forward. In doing so, you shouldn’t fear data, 
you should use it to your advantage to get a competitive edge. I guess in the end 
lenders could maintain the status quo, but why give up on getting an edge? 
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